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This Odd

Guide is about Trade & Industry along the River Lea.

Use this Guide to reflect on the huge importance of the area
in the social history of Britain.
you will be able to find the
When you see a flag like this
location mentioned on the map.
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A. The Bryant and May Match Factory: the site of the Match Girls’ Strike now
redeveloped as The Bow Quarter gated community, Fairfield Road, Bow.

The political actions of working people on the River Lea led
to radical improvements in the social conditions of work
throughout the UK.
In the late 19th century a new political confidence swept
through the working population of industries on the River Lea,
propelled by the Match Girls’ Strike at the Bryant and May
Match Factory in 1888. There, women workers formed a strike
group that forced one of the most powerful employers in east
London to concede to their demands. This unexpected victory
roused confidence amongst other employees to challenge
oppressive and inhumane working conditions. Next came the
Gas Workers Petition that led to the implementation of an
eight-hour day and The Great London Dock Strike of 1889
that established the idea of general workers’ unions for all
classes of workers and inspired the British Labour Movement.

Bryant & May matches.
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Annie Besant, a social reformer and campaigner for women's
rights, published the article White Slavery in London in 1888.
Based on accounts she collected from the Matchgirls, it drew
attention to inhumane working conditions at the Bryant and
May match factory.
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‘If a girl leaves four or five matches
on her bench when she goes for a
fresh “frame” she is fined 3d, and
in some departments a fine of 3d is
inflicted for talking… One girl was
fined 1s for letting the web twist
round a machine in the endeavor to
save her fingers from being cut, and
was sharply told to take care of

the machine, “never mind your
fingers”… The wage covers the duty
of sub-mitting to an occasional
blow from a foreman; one, who
appear s to be a gentleman of
variable temper, “clouts” them
“when he is mad”.’

Extract from the article White Slavery in London published in
Annie Besant’s campaigning newspaper The Link, A Journal
for the Servants of Man, Issue no. 21 (23 June 1888).

Soon after the article was published Bryant and May tried
to find out who had spoken to Besant. The foreman tried
to pressure the women to sign a pre-prepared statement
discrediting Besant’s claims. They refused, responding with
this note:

Dear Lady,
…you have spoken the truth. We will not sign…
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YOU: Picture yourself in the factory. You have been
singled out to be made an example of. The
foreman is forcefully demanding that you sign the
statement. What emotions grip you? What is the
expression on your face as you refuse? What is
the first thing you say to the other women who
follow you out of the factory after you are sacked?

Following this mass walkout, the Matchgirls quickly formed
a strike committee, electing six women to put their demands
forward to the company directors. These included; reinstating
all workers, ending all fines and providing a separate dining
room away from the toxic white phosphorus fumes that caused
‘phossy jaw’ – a terrible industrial disease that led to rotting of
the jaw bone.

YOU: Imagine you are at the first strike committee
meeting. The spirit for change is strong but you
need to get down to business and formulate your
demands. What issues would you stand against
on behalf of workers today?
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Poster made by a group of young people from Spotlight.

At least one girl was sacked triggering about 1,400 Matchgirls
to down tools and walk out of the factory. Their self-organised
strike had begun.
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After three weeks of strike action and negotiation Bryant
and May conceded to the Matchgirls’ demands and they
formed the largest female union in the country, The Union
of Women Matchworkers. The Star newspaper described
the Matchgirls’ victory as ‘a turning point in the history of
our industrial development’.
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Fellow
Wage
Slaves
The next victory achieved through self-organisation was for
the gas workers, who were enduring deadly working conditions.
Stokers had to shovel vast amounts of coal on shifts that
lasted over 12 hours, whilst being exposed to heat from
furnaces as high as 43 c.
One sunny morning on 31 March 1889, a large, enthusiastic
crowd of gas workers had assembled outside the works. Will
Thorne described the atmosphere as ‘electric’. Standing on
an old van for a platform, he gave a speech to encourage men
who had just finished working 18-hour shifts, to form a trade
union and fight for an eight-hour day.
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Fellow wage slaves speech re-enactment by Spotlight, standing on the benches outside the Amazon Logistics Depot.

B. Poplar Gasworks: Gas workers from all over
London gathered at Beckton Gas Works on
31 March 1889 to hear Will Thorne’s stirring
speech. Here you can see gasholders from
the Poplar Holder Station, part of the former
Poplar Gasworks site that opened in 1878.
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“It is easy to break one stick, but when 50 sticks are
together in one bundle it is a much more difficult job”
“...I pledge my word that, if you will stand firm and don't
waver, within six months we will claim and win the
eight-hour day, a six-day week and the abolition of the
present slave-driving methods in vogue not only at the
Beckton Gas Works, but all over the country.”
“WE WILL!”
Was their loud reply.
Will Thorne, speech at a meeting of gas workers in London (31 March 1889)

YOU: You are about to address a congregation of
workers. Find a spot to stand where you can be
seen over the crowd; try a wall or a bench. Try
recreating the pose you can see to the right of
this page, it was often used by John Burns. The
notorious orator of the Great Dock Strike gave
over 36 speeches in three days, and was said to
have a voice like a megaphone.

As you stand in position with your head held high,
take a deep breath and deliver this opening address:
“Fellow Wage Slaves”
As you walk on, consider what else you might say
to rouse people to take action for a cause today.
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management for
an eight-hour day,
the National Union
of Gas Workers and
General Labourers
soon had over
20,000 members.

Illustration of John Burns/Posture guide.

After Will Thorne’s speech
800 workers joined the new
union on the first day.
After he took on the Gas
Light and Coke Company
and successfully petitioned

DOCK
RATS
Casual and ‘sweated’ labourers who unloaded the ships formed
the biggest workforce at the docks. With thousands unemployed
and competing for work every day, getting taken on for even
four hours labour was a desperate fight.
This is Ben Tillet’s account of the ‘cage’, used during the call-on
where casuals were picked out for short periods of work.
“We were driven into a shed, iron-barred from end to end,
outside which a contractor or foreman would walk up
and down with the air of a dealer in a cattle market,
picking and choosing from a crowd of men, who, in their
eagerness to obtain employment, trample each other
underfoot, and where like beasts they fight for the chance
of a day’s work.”
Ben Tillett, Memories and Reflections (1931).

C. The West India Docks: First opening in 1802 the docks closed to commercial
traffic in 1980 and the Canary Wharf Development was built on the site.

YOU: Try and picture a particular situation real or
imagined where you are being exploited or treated
unfairly at work. Then imagine the moment you
realised you must take action to improve your
situation. If you are walking with someone else
describe the scene like a flashback in a movie.

The future of casual work as imagined by young people at Spotlight
“What drove me to strike is the fact my brother died of malnutrition
as we never had the money to feed him because of the lack of
work. Zero hour contracts stopped us from getting permanent
work. It was such a terrible death, that was also followed up with a
nuclear explosion. I had to do something everyone was struggling
with zero hour contracts and the conditions with such advanced
technology and dangerous nuclear chemicals. At first I was humiliated
when I announced we should strike but when everyone agreed I
realised it was time for change.”
Casual worker, year 2080.

“Due to the use of robots you only work for 20 seconds a day, just
turning them on and off. I get £2 a week.”
Future worker, year 2183.

D. The East India Docks: Constructed between 1803 and 1806, today only the
entrance basin and perimeter wall remain.
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Casual worker, year 2185.
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Tillett also described what a degrading business searching
for food was for the dejected men who hung around day and
night waiting for calls:

“To tramp hour after hour round the dock; to see
men picking the rubbish heap… of refuse, the
furtive search for any kind of food… this was
at times the only means of living and of hope
to many. No wonder the contractors called the
casuals dock rats…”

YOU: Imagine you
are one of the
unfortunate dock
rats who has failed
to catch the
foreman’s eye at
the call-on. You are
miserably clad with
‘scarcely a boot’ on
your feet and feeble
from lack of food
after a week of
unemployment.
As you walk along
the river keep
your eyes peeled
for any kind of food
you can scavenge.
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SHOW
OF
HANDS
E. The West India Dock Gates: Gate No.1 that still stands
on Hertsmere Rd was the main entrance to the West India
Docks and was the scene of the daily ‘call-on’.
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Following the success of the matchwomen and gas workers,
the unorganised dockers were ready to take action to
improve their pay and conditions. A dispute arose during
the unloading of a cargo vessel that set a strike in motion.
The dock supervisor refused to pay the men their bonus
or ‘plus’ money and the men refused to return to work.
On Monday 12 August 1889, at a mass meeting at the West
India Dock Gates that started at 7.30am, the dockers agreed
with a unanimous show of hands to form a union and not
to go back to work unless their pay was raised by one penny
to sixpence per hour and eightpence an hour for overtime,
the historic ‘Dockers Tanner’. They also demanded that no
one should be taken on for less than four hours.

YOU: Pause where you are for a second, raise your
hand high and stand firm to be counted. Imagine
what it must have felt like to be part of this show
of hands that started the great dock strike.
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PICKETING
THE
DOCKS
The strike committee quickly positioned pickets outside every
dock gate to persuade men not to go to work, bring out the men
still at work and watch out for ‘strike-breakers’ or ‘blacklegs’
being brought in by the dock companies.
John Burns “…used his great voice to good effect in
the early days of the strike, when he marched with
other demonstrators round the Docks and, standing
on the backs of those who accompanied him, peered
over the walls or the gates which barred his entry to
the Company’s premises, denounced the men who
remained at work, and summoned them to join the
strike, in a voice of thunder.”
Ben Tillett, Memories and Reflections (1931).

F. Picketing the docks: Relays of pickets were on duty night and day to alert the
strikers to any breach in the ‘wall that they had thrown round the docks’.
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YOU: As you walk past the current businesses
along the river, can you spot a fence or gate
you can peer through or wall you can look
over? Imagine shouting to attract the attention
of the people still at work. What would you say
to persuade them to join you on strike?
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With the Dock Companies convinced that the dockers would
be forced back to work due to hunger, the success of the
strike depended on raising funds to feed the strikers and
their starving families. Stage-managed, peaceful processions
into the city of London were essential for winning over public
opinion and bringing in donations.

G. The Great March: Processions marched around the Docks and advanced towards
the City of London along Commercial Road, moving through the East and West End
with demonstrations ending at rallies in Hyde Park.

Examples created by young people from Spotlight.

The
Great
March

“Yesterday the strike extended to all
the docks. Men of almost every
branch of wor k came out and
joined the movement on behalf of
the labourers, early in the morning
and then again in a procession in
front of the West India Docks and
with banners of various descriptions and brass bands marched
around the docks and wharfs and
through a number of streets. The
procession was between one and
two m iles in l e n g t h . Th e me n
walking seven deep. There was no
disorder…”

YOU: As you walk, imagine you are one of the dock
workers marching in this seething, flag waving
mass, cheering and being cheered along the route.
Your powerful frame is standing strong, head
held high, eyes set ahead on victory, with each
step you become more determined. You are waving
your fist powerfully and chanting in unison:

‘Give-Me-Work ’,
‘Pay-Me-Fairly ’,
‘Workers-Unite!’
Now, what if you were marching in protest for
better working conditions today. What would
you be chanting?
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Examples created by young people from Spotlight.
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In-di-vi-du-ali-ty
isn’t
cri-mi-na-li-ty
Stop adding
over-time.
Start adding
quality-time
28

Examples created by young people from Spotlight.

We give our
trust,
you give us,
pizza crust
Zero
is not
our
hero
29
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Victory
As a result of the determined efforts of the strikers, the world's
largest port was brought to a standstill. Solidarity strikes had
spread across east London to other major employers including
the Thames Ironworks and Shipbuilding Company and
pressure was mounting on the Dock Company from all sides
to open up negotiation with the strikers. Five weeks in when
funds were running out, over £30,000 of donations poured
in from Australian dock workers and trade unions in support
of the strike. The company’s hope that hunger would force
the strikers back to work were dashed. The Dock Company
eventually acceded to almost all of the strikers’ demands and
on 14 September after five weeks on strike, an agreement
was signed and the strike ended. The following day a final
triumphant procession marched to Hyde Park.

YOU: Imagine you are one of the women who came
in their thousands to see their husbands and
sons march past proud and victorious on this hot
September day. There is a carnival atmosphere, you
cheer and wave this guide like a flag.

H. The Thames Ironworks and Shipbuilding Company – was one of the largest
employers in east London before it closed in 1912. Famously, the employees
formed a football team called Thames Ironworks Football Club which later
became West Ham United F.C.

Walking times

Locations

(approximate)

A. The Bryant and May
Match Factory:
The site of the Match Girls’ Strike
now redeveloped as The Bow
Quarter gated community,
Fairfield Road, Bow.

D. The East India Docks:
Constructed between 1803 and
18 0 6, today only the entrance
basin and perimeter wall remain.

G. The Great March:
Processions marched around the
Docks and advanced towards the
City of London along Commercial
Road, moving through the East and
West End with demonstrations
ending at rallies in Hyde Park.
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E. The West India Dock Gates:
Gate No.1 that still stands on
Hertsmere Rd was the main
entrance to the West India
Docks and was the scene of
the daily ‘call-on’.

B. Poplar Gasworks:
Gas workers from all over London
gathered at Beckton Gas Works
on Sunday 31 March 1889 to hear
Will Thorne’s stirring speech.
Here you can see gasholders
from the Poplar Holder Station,
part of the former Poplar Gasworks
site that opened in 1878.

H. The Thames Ironworks and
Shipbuilding Company:
was one of the largest employers
in east London before it closed
in 1912. Famously, the employees
formed a football team called
Thames Ironworks Football Club
which later became West Ham
United F.C.

F. Picketing the docks:
Relays of pickets were on duty
night and day at West India Docks
in 1889 to alert the strikers to any
breach in the ‘wall that they had
thrown round the docks’.

C. The West India Docks:
First opening in 18 02 the docks
closed to commercial traffic
in 1980 and the Canary Wharf
Development was built on
the site.

Royal Docks to Canning Town
12 minutes
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East India to Canning Town
15 minutes

Canning Town to Cody dock
17 minutes

Cody dock to Twelvetrees
13 minutes
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Twelvetrees to Three Mills
5 minutes
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Three Mills to
Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park
20 minutes
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Artists Dash N Dem conducting a workshop with young people from Spotlight, Tower Hamlets.

The Leaway will be a new continuous walking and cycling
route connecting Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park to the River
Thames and Royal Docks. Parts of the River Lea will be
accessible to the public for the ﬁrst time.
At a time of dramatic change in the physical make-up of
east London, Create has commissioned three Odd Guides
to navigate the important contribution the River Lea has
made to the lives of Londoners, past and present.
Artists Gayle Chong Kwan, Leigh Clarke and Dash N’ Dem
worked with teenagers living nearby to make maps and
guides to explore the River Lea.
There are two further Odd Guides in the series exploring
Nature & Food and Dirt and the Odd Soundtrack to the
Lea will be available at the end of 2016. Find out more here:
www.createlondon.org/the-odd-guides
Find out more about the Leaway route here:
www.queenelizabetholympicpark.co.uk/leaway

